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By Third Mission we mean the set of activities with which the University communicates directly with society

alongside its other two traditional missions, teaching and research. With the Third Mission, the University comes

into contact with a vast audience of subjects and groups, who are available and eager to interact on different

social and territorial contexts.

Universities can spread their knowledge and best practices to make territories resilient and able to fight the

climate crisis.

THIRD MISSION: 
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Carpooling

We started a carpooling project for the entire academic

community so that professors, workers and students can

share their cars. This is not third mission but:

we were interviewed on Italian national TV and from that

moment we got lot of requests to share our experience in

the matter

• Udinese Football team and Roma Football team have

been chosen by UEFA (Union of European Football

Associations) as Italian showcases for sustainability in

football teams. The first project they would like to start

with our support is the carpooling which perfectly fits

with a football match

• Ministry of Defence asked for our support because they

want to start carpooling project for the Army in Rome,

lot of people moving every day to few destination

USE CASES



USE CASES

REUSE portal

Through the “Re-use portal” the university

has given away for free hundreds of

discarded goods and equipment (IT and not

IT), which would otherwise end up in landfills,

to schools and non-profit organizations. It is

a website with a catalogue of available

goods, an accreditation system, a

transparent and rule-based procedure for

assigning objects. It is a project carrying

environmental and social values, and the

principles of the circular economy (Università

degli Studi di Udine)
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USE CASES

Sustainable LEAP PATH

For an Horizon project named

“Cities as urban ecosystems” a

LEAP (Learn, Explore, Achieve,

Progress) path was created at our

Campus which, through four

stages, accompanies citizens and

students on an interactive journey

into sustainability issues.
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USE CASES

Project for extreme meteorological events

University of Messina works in partnership

on daily weather forecasts, with an

emphasis on extreme meteorological

events, fire forecasts and desertification

studies with Regional Department of Civil

rotection and with Municipality of Messina;

on forecast of volcanic ashes, very useful

for local airports and infrastructures of

Catania, Sigonella, Comiso, Reggio

Calabria, Napoli Capodichino
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USE CASES

Universities for Municipalities

The European Commission awarded 100

mission cities aiming to be carbon neutral

by 2030. Universities, as stakeholders, are

called to contribute to the definition of the

municipalities Climate Action Plan with the

goal to increase energy efficiency, mobility

and sustainable construction, waste

separation and reduction, welfare,

communication and care of green areas.

(University of Padova, Politecnico of Torino)
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